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Pairing homologous chromosomes is required for recombination.
However, in nonmeiotic stages it can lead to detrimental conse-
quences, such as allelic misregulation and genome instability, and
is rare in human somatic cells. How mitotic recombination is
prevented—and how genetic stability is maintained across daugh-
ter cells—is a fundamental, unanswered question. Here, we report
that both human and mouse cells impede homologous chromo-
some pairing by keeping two haploid chromosome sets apart
throughout mitosis. Four-dimensional analysis of chromosomes
during cell division revealed that a haploid chromosome set re-
sides on either side of a meridional plane, crossing two centro-
somes. Simultaneous tracking of chromosome oscillation and the
spindle axis, using fluorescent CENP-A and centrin1, respectively,
demonstrates collective genome behavior/segregation of two
haploid sets throughout mitosis. Using 3D chromosome imaging
of a translocation mouse with a supernumerary chromosome, we
found that this maternally derived chromosome is positioned by
parental origin. These data, taken together, support the identity of
haploid sets by parental origin. This haploid set-based antipairing
motif is shared by multiple cell types, doubles in tetraploid cells,
and is lost in a carcinoma cell line. The data support a mechanism
of nuclear polarity that sequesters two haploid sets along a sub-
cellular axis. This topological segregation of haploid sets revisits
an old model/paradigm and provides implications for maintaining
mitotic fidelity.
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Mitotic DNA recombination can be dangerous because ofthe high number of repeat sequences in the human ge-
nome that results in structural rearrangements and genome in-
stability (1–3). Notably, recombination events can lead to loss of
heterozygosity at specific gene loci and have been implicated in
cancer initiation and progression (4, 5). To avoid this danger,
recombination between nonallelic positions must be suppressed.
One possible way of managing recombination may be limiting
the potential pairing sites for recombination. Although homol-
ogous pairing in meiosis has been described in detail (6, 7), we
know much less about the absence of pairing in mitosis.
It has been controversial whether homologous chromosomes
are positioned antiparallel (8, 9) or distributed at random (10,
11) in human prometaphase cells. In this study, we revisit this
unsolved but tantalizing question with many downstream impli-
cations. Methodologies that have been previously employed to
analyze chromosome organization during mitosis include dif-
ferential nucleotide detection by autoradiography (12), insertion
of fluorescent repressive-operator arrays (13–15), photo-
bleaching/photoactivation of fluorescently labeled histones (16–
18), centromere marker-based tracing (19–21), and contrast-
generating optical microscopy (22). Although these approaches
provide a general observation of global chromosome organiza-
tion, they lack detection for individual homologous chromosome
pairs. To date, chromosome painting (23–25), the application of
DNA probes specific to nonrepetitive sequences, has been a
common and versatile technique to achieve simultaneous iden-
tification and visualization of homologous pairs. Employing this
method, we systematically analyzed the spatial organization of all
autosomal and sex chromosome pairs throughout mitosis.
Here, we report that homologous chromosomes are spatially
segregated albeit without a defined position. We show that the
spatial segregation is achieved by sequestering two haploid sets
along specific cellular axes. Our data reconcile the current two
contradictory models for the spatial organization of homologous
pairs and propose a mechanism of antipairing between homologs
during mitosis.
Results
Homologous Chromosomes Are Spatially Segregated Throughout
Mitosis. For our initial survey of chromosome organization at
prometaphase, the same stage analyzed in previous publications
(8–11), chromosome paint probes were applied to human pri-
mary cells growing in a 2D cell-culture environment (Fig. 1 and
SI Appendix, Fig. S1). We painted and mapped homologous pairs
of various sizes (chromosomes 3, 4, 9, 11, and 18) in a simple
epithelial cell type: human umbilical vein endothelial cells
(HUVECs) (Fig. 1A and SI Appendix, Fig. S1 B–G). Two-
dimensional culture of HUVECs displays clear apical/basal po-
larity (26). The spatial relationship between a homologous pair
was determined by interhomolog angular measurement. If each
homologous pair is positioned antiparallel to each other, an
optimum/maximal angle of 180° will be obtained (8, 9). Our 3D
reconstruction analysis of chromosome paint data revealed that
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autosome pairs exhibited angular measurements of <90° (SI
Appendix, Fig. S1A), indicating the homologous chromosomes
deviated from a theoretically defined antiparallel configuration.
A rose plot, displaying the frequency of angular distribution for
the different homologous chromosomes, shows high angular
variations (n = 37, χ2 test χ2 = 0.10; SI Appendix, Fig. S1A). Thus,
the data are not consistent with the antiparallel/fixed position
model for individual homologous pairs.
In no case, however, did we find two homologs occupying the
same position within a prometaphase rosette. For example, for
chromosome 4 each homolog was consistently separated from
one another with an average distance of 3.6 ± 1.2 μm SD (n = 12/
12 cells; Fig. 1 D and E). Our data also suggest that homologous
pairs are not completely positioned at random. Instead, they hint
at the existence of an unknown mechanism(s) that restricts
spatial proximity between homologs in mitotic cells. To test this
possibility, we examined the spatial organization of homologs in
the subsequent mitotic stages. A pair of homologous chromo-
somes continued to be spatially segregated at metaphase (n = 20/
20 cells; Fig. 1 B, E, and F) and anaphase (n = 38/38 cells; Fig. 1
Fig. 1. Homologous chromosomes are spatially segregated throughout mitosis. (A–C) Top view of a HUVEC stained with TO-PRO3 (gray) and painted for
chromosome 4 (green) from confocal optical sections at (A) prometaphase, (B) metaphase, and (C) anaphase. (D) Graphical examples of homologous
chromosome pairing and no pairing with respect to distance and angular orientation measurements. (a–c) Schematic for determination of measurements. (E)
Distance and angular orientation for each pair of homologous chromosome 4 data points at prometaphase (n = 12), metaphase (n = 20), and anaphase (n =
38) with an average distance of 3.6 ± 1.2 μm SD and angular orientation of 73.5° ± 44.3° SD, 3.3 ± 1.8 μm SD and 82.4° ± 50.9° SD, and 2.9 ± 1.4 μm SD and
88.4° ± 50.1° SD, respectively. The blue asterisk indicates a measurement representative of homologous chromosome pairing. (F) A connected scatterplot
portraying the relative frequency distribution of minimal distance between chromosome 4 and its homologous partner (green line) or a nonhomologous
chromosome (chromosome X or Y, gray dotted lines) at metaphase (square)/anaphase (triangle) (P = 0.030, P < 0.001 for metaphase/anaphase). (G–J) Select
frames of a high-resolution 4D time-lapse movie of a cell labeled with CENP-A GFP and centrin1-GFP (arrowheads) to visualize the centromeres and cen-
trosomes, respectively, undergoing mitosis from a top view (G–J) or a side view (G′–J′). Six centromeres are labeled (colored spots) at an initial time point at (G
and G′) prometaphase and tracked (colored lines) until metaphase (H and H′). Other centromere tracks are designated in gray. Note that at the beginning of
prometaphase the centrosomes are above/below the chromosome rosette. (I and I′) As in H and H′ but from metaphase to anaphase. (J and J′) As in H and H′
but from anaphase to telophase. (K–K″) Tilted view of a HUVEC at anaphase stained with DAPI (blue) and γ-tubulin (white) visualized by immunofluorescence
with the center of mass of the two sister anaphase chromosome masses labeled (white pixels) from confocal optical sections. Note that the centrosome, or
mitotic spindle, axis is coincident with a nuclear meridional plane in mitotic cells. (K′) top view. (K″) side view. (L) Schematic delineating the x, y, and z axes in a
cell at anaphase. The x axis was determined by the line crossing the center of mass of the two sister anaphase chromosome masses, the z axis was determined
as the perpendicular line to the coverslip, and the y axis was defined as perpendicular to both x and z axes. (Scale bars: 1 μm.)
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C, E, and F) (null hypothesis: homologs positioned at random
relative to each other and similar to a nonhomologous partner,
Student’s t test, P = 0.030, P < 0.001, for metaphase/anaphase;
Fig. 1F). These data demonstrate that homologous chromo-
somes are not organized in an antiparallel orientation to each
other. However, they did not come into contact and did appear
to segregate from one another, thus being antipaired in fashion,
throughout mitosis.
The above findings—that homologous chromosomes are pre-
dominantly distant from each other and not often close at dif-
ferent stages of mitosis—prompted us to question whether this
reflects a level of organization in the mitotic chromosomes and/
or overall cellular organization. With the emergence of new tools
and the ability to define axes in 3D with cellular markers, it is
now possible to accurately map the positions of individual
chromosomes along a subcellular axis/plane. To develop and
validate a 3D coordinate system to reliably map the homologs,
the extent of chromosome movement, such as translational/ro-
tational movements, was determined and the x, y, and z axes were
defined during mitosis.
We tracked and analyzed the position and movement of in-
dividual chromosomes throughout mitosis in real time, using a
human epithelial cell line (RPE1) (19) that stably expresses
CENPA-GFP and centrin1-GFP to identify the centromeres/
chromosomes and centrosomes/nuclear division axis, respec-
tively. The 3D, live-cell analysis revealed that from prom-
etaphase to metaphase chromosomes displayed unstable
movements along the centrosome axis (n = 5; Fig. 1 G–H and
Movie S1), most likely due to concurrent formation of the mi-
totic spindle (27). In contrast, from metaphase to anaphase
chromosomes exhibited stable movements along the nuclear di-
vision axis (n = 14; Fig. 1 I and I′ and Movie S2). Individual
chromosomes predominantly moved parallel to, or along, the
centrosome axis with little perpendicular fluctuation. Perpen-
dicular fluctuation and rotation of chromosomes along the cen-
trosome axis became apparent following late anaphase (n = 7;
Fig. 1 J and J′ and Movie S3). As the nuclear envelope reforms
during telophase, chromosomes in the sister nuclei act in-
dependently and asynchronously (Movie S3). The small dis-
placement changes from metaphase to early anaphase suggested
that individual chromosomes maintained their relative position
to another and within the mitotic chromosome mass. These re-
sults also corroborate previous studies showing limited move-
ments when chromosomes are attached to the mitotic spindle
(19, 27, 28). Therefore, the absence of major displacement
changes at metaphase to midanaphase allowed us to quantita-
tively map individual chromosomes in a 3D coordinate system
(Fig. 1 K–L). The z axis was fixed as the optical path of the
microscope, a perpendicular line to the coverslip, and along the
apical–basal axis. The x axis is perpendicular to the z axis and
coincident with the centrosome axis (Fig. 1 K, K′, and K″); the
origin (0, 0, 0) was then defined by a line crossing the center of
the mitotic chromosomal mass, and the y axis was defined as
perpendicular to both x and z axes (Fig. 1L). At prometaphase, a
lack of a definable y axis along the plane of the chromosome
rosette prevented establishment of a coordinate system.
To test whether there was a conserved position/address for
each pair of homologous chromosomes that could be responsible
for the antipairing organization of homologs we systematically
mapped individual chromosomes in a 3D axial coordinate system
(SI Appendix, Fig. S2 A–E). We quantified chromosome position
using both 3D, superimposed, homolog contour map data and a
normalized 2D axial coordinate system (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 F–
I). The summation of all homologous chromosomes in physical
space was plotted on a 3D contour map, upon which grayscale
saturation represents the density of localization when all of the
homologous chromosomes are overlaid (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 F
and H). Isolines were then generated that connect contours that
share the same gray value/intensity, revealing hotspots of maxi-
mal overlap. If the homologous chromosomes were in fixed po-
sitions there would be a clustered area of high density/
occurrence that reflects the colocalization frequency for each of
the homologs. In addition, the mapped position of each ho-
mologous pair in a coordinate system would also be identical for
every cell. Neither analysis identified any evidence of fixed lo-
calizations for the homologous chromosomes based on the co-
ordinate system in the present study (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 F–I
and Movie S4). However, there was a modest correlation of
chromosome size to position based on median values for indi-
vidual chromosome populations (n = 578 cells, R2 = 0.6119, P <
0.05; SI Appendix, Fig. S1J), corroborating previous work (29).
These results suggest an alternative mechanism that is not reg-
ulated by a defined address that drives the antipairing organi-
zation of homologs.
Homologous and XY Chromosomes Segregate to Opposite Nuclear
Hemispheres During Mitosis. Although our superimposed 3D ma-
trix analysis demonstrated that a pair of homologs does not
display fixed positions, surprisingly a distinct pattern did emerge.
The 3D overlay data revealed that each autosome in a pair was
localized to separate hemispheres, on either side of a “meridi-
onal plane” (n = 15/20 metaphase cells and n = 28/38 anaphase
cells, Fig. 2 A and B for chromosome 4; see SI Appendix, Fig. S3
A–AR for all other autosomes). The meridional plane, an
imaginary xz plane horizontal to the metaphase/anaphase equa-
torial plate, was coincident with the centrosome, or x, axis, and
was found to traverse along the apical/basal, or z, axis (n =
28 cells; Fig. 1 K–L). Midpoint calculation for pairs of homolo-
gous chromosomes confirms the meridional plane to consistently
partition individual homologs to separate hemispheres (Fig. 2C).
To test whether such an arrangement occurs by random chance,
a statistical binomial test (30, 31) was performed on the posi-
tional coordinates of the center of mass for each chromosome
(P = 0.021, P = 0.003 at metaphase/anaphase) (null hypothesis:
homologous chromosomes are randomly arranged in the two
nuclear hemispheres). The data support the presence of an axis-
dependent antipaired configuration of one homolog per nuclear
hemisphere at metaphase that persists throughout anaphase in
dividing cells.
To evaluate whether sex chromosomes followed the same
patterning observed for autosomes, female-derived HUVECs
were examined with X chromosome-specific probes at meta-
phase and anaphase (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 AS–AX). The pair of X
chromosomes showed the identical one homologous partner per
hemisphere motif, rather than a random or overlapping distri-
bution (n = 18/24 metaphase cells, P = 0.011 and n = 32/
42 anaphase cells, P = 0.001; SI Appendix, Fig. S3 AS–AX). To
explore whether the idea of a sequence homology based-
repulsion between a pair of homologs is required for this orga-
nization, we visualized the sex chromosomes in male cells as each
partner has minimal levels of sequence homology (32). The X
and Y chromosome preserved the same pattern of one homolog
per hemisphere in male cells (n = 19/28 metaphase cells, P =
0.044 and n = 20/28 anaphase cells, P = 0.001; Fig. 2 D–F and
Movie S5). This result suggests that sequence homology is not
required for establishing the one-homolog-per-hemisphere mo-
tif. Simultaneous visualization of sex and autosomal chromo-
somes demonstrates that both XY and homologous pairs follow
the same topological hemisphere segregation (Fig. 2 G and H).
Consequently, this discrete chromosomal organization produces
a compartmentalization of two complete haploid chromosome
sets along the nuclear division axis. In addition, another primary
human cell type displayed a similar haploid set segregation motif
(human fibroblasts, HFFs; SI Appendix, Fig. S4 A–F), suggesting
the pattern may be conserved broadly for multiple cell types and
is cell-type-independent.
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Consistent with these observations, when chromosomes were
assigned to groups based on their initial start position along the
centrosome axis at metaphase and tracked to anaphase using the
CENP-A/centrin1-GFP cell line, we found minimal mixing of
individual chromosomes between the two groups (Fig. 2 I and J
and Movie S6). Detailed quantification of chromosomes at the
interface between the two labeled groups demonstrates that the
majority of chromosomes remain largely in their original posi-
tions relative to the chromosome mass (Fig. 2K). The data
conclude that, in the absence of major chromosome fluctuations
perpendicular to the centrosome axis during mitosis, the axis-
dependent segregation between a pair of homologous chromo-
somes is conserved from metaphase to anaphase. These results
thus confirm that the sets of chromosomes are showing a col-
lective behavior during mitosis and support that collective ge-
nome segregation occurs as a haploid set.
A possible mechanism underlying the haploid set-based seg-
regation is that each haploid compartment contains chromo-
somes of the same parental origin. Since the male and female
pronuclei do not immediately fuse and are separated at early
stages after fertilization (21, 33–39), it is plausible this parental
origin may be spatially inherited as the identity for each haploid
set. In support of this parental origin hypothesis, we tested two
different experimental conditions: (i) Compartmentalization of a
haploid chromosome set is spatially preserved in naturally oc-
curring tetraploid cells (4n), and (ii) genetic tracing of chro-
mosomes reveals haploid set derived by parental origin.
Haploid Set Compartmentalization Is Conserved in Naturally
Occurring Tetraploid Cells (4n). To first test whether a haploid set
compartmentalization is spatially preserved and tightly regu-
lated, we took advantage of naturally occurring tetraploid cells
Fig. 2. Homologous and XY chromosomes segregate to opposite nuclear hemispheres during mitosis. (A) Top view of a 3D overlay of chromosome 4 (green/
white) distribution of multiple HUVECs at metaphase stained with TO-PRO3 (gray) (n = 20). Each homologous chromosome 4 of a pair was assigned to be
either green or white based on its proximity to the y axis, when y = 0 (green was assigned to most proximal, and white the most distal) and mapped to
generate 3D overlay data. The x and z axes are the same as in Fig. 1L, with the y axis defined as a line crossing the furthest edges of the metaphase plate. (B)
As in A but at anaphase (n = 38). (C) A box plot summarizing the median of midpoint values of homologous chromosome 4 pairs at metaphase and anaphase.
(D–F) As in A–C but of chromosome X (red) and Y (cyan) of male-derived HUVECs (n = 28 nuclei). As no directionality of individual chromosome pairs along the
y axis can be predetermined, all X chromosomes were given a positive value along the y axis. (G) Top view of a HUVEC at metaphase stained with TO-PRO3
(gray) and painted for chromosome 4 (green), X (red), and Y (cyan) from confocal optical sections. (H) As in G but at anaphase. (I and J) Top view of a high-
resolution 4D time-lapse movie of a cell labeled with CENP-A GFP and centrin1-GFP (arrowheads) with two groups of individual centromeres labeled (green/
white spots) at metaphase (I) and tracked (green/white lines) to midanaphase (J). (K) Quantification of individual centromere retention in original nuclear
hemisphere from metaphase to midanaphase (n = 14). (Scale bars: 1 μm.)
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(4n) in human primary culture that undergo a whole-genome
duplication event (40, 41). If individual haploid chromosome sets
are sequestered from each other, we might expect this motif
would be preserved following an additional duplication without
nuclear separation in normal cells. We examined the sex chro-
mosome distribution of male tetraploid HUVECs during mitosis
to test whether tetraploid cells maintained compartmentalization
for each of the four haploid sets (karyotype: XXYY). From
prometaphase to anaphase, all of the four individual sex chro-
mosomes were segregated from each other (n = 4/4 prom-
etaphase cells, n = 16/20 metaphase cells, and n = 8/10 anaphase
cells; Fig. 3 A–C). Quantitation of the distance and angular
orientation of the XX and YY sex chromosome pairs revealed
no pairing/overlap between the identical chromosome pairs
within a tetraploid cell (n = 19/20 metaphase cells; Fig. 3D).
Surprisingly, 3D overlay data showed each sex chromosome
segregated to separate quadraspheres along an axis parallel to
the meridional plane (n = 15/20 cells; Fig. 3E). When the dis-
tance between both XY pairs in a single tetraploid cell was
compared by subtraction, with zero representing identical dis-
tances, approximately similar distances for XY pairs were found
with an average distance of 1.2 ± 1.1 μm SD (n = 20 cells; Fig.
3F). Taken together, these data suggest the compartmentaliza-
tion of four individual haploid sets (1n) in tetraploid cells (4n)
along the nuclear division plane (Fig. 3G). The data are not only
consistent with previous findings of haploid set separation in
triploid cells (9, 42) but also with the parental origin model, in
which each haploid set is spatially discrete and compartmentalized.
In Vitro and in Vivo Segregation of Mouse Chromosomes. To directly
test whether each haploid set is derived by parental origin, we
labeled the maternal genome using a translocation mouse,
Ts65Dn (43–47), which produces an extra supernumerary
marker chromosome, to genetically distinguish the maternal
genome set from the paternal genome set (Fig. 4G). However,
first we had to determine whether homologous chromosomes in
the mouse share the same haploid set-based antipairing organi-
zation as in humans. Our chromosome paint assessment of pri-
mary mouse embryo-derived fibroblast cells (MEFs) confirmed
that, similar to humans, the homologs are not paired and seg-
regated to separate hemispheres (n = 28/36 anaphase cells, P =
0.001; Fig. 4 A–D). The sex chromosomes also displayed the one-
homolog-per-hemisphere motif (n = 28/42 cells, P = 0.022; Fig. 4
E and F). Taken together, these results demonstrate the haploid
set-based pattern is conserved in the mouse.
The translocated chromosome 1716 was distinguished from
intact chromosome 16 by its size in anaphase cells (Fig. 4H).
Each homologous chromosome 16 localized separately to either
nuclear hemisphere, one of which contained the translocation
chromosome 1716 (n = 28/42 cells, P = 0.022; SI Appendix, Fig.
S5 A and B). To identify which X-, or Y-containing haploid set
was most likely associated with the translocation chromosome,
we first determined the approximate boundary between the
haploid sets by finding the midpoint of the pair of homologous
chromosome 16. We then mapped the position of the translocated
chromosome (Fig. 4L). In the majority of cases we examined, the
hemisphere containing the translocated chromosome 1716 also
Fig. 3. Haploid set compartmentalization is conserved in normally occurring tetraploid (4n) cells. (A) Top view of male tetraploid (XXYY) HUVEC at
prometaphase stained with TO-PRO3 (gray) and painted for the X (red) and Y (cyan) chromosome. (B and C) As in A but at metaphase and anaphase, re-
spectively. (D) Distance and angular orientation of the XX and YY sex chromosome pairs (n = 19/20 cells at metaphase) with an average distance of 3.9 ±
2.3 μm SD and 3.1 ± 1.26 μm SD and angular orientation of 95.9° ± 47.9° SD and 68.3° ± 58.5° SD, respectively. (E) A 3D overlay of sex chromosome distribution
of multiple male tetraploid (XXYY) cells at metaphase (n = 20). Each sex chromosome, X or Y, was assigned to be yellow/green/cyan/white based on its
sequential order along the y axis and mapped to generate 3D overlay data. (F) Distance differences for a pair of XY chromosomes between two nuclear
hemispheres with mean and SD error bars (n = 20). (G) Model for haploid set compartmentalization in a tetraploid cell. (Scale bars: 1 μm.)
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contained the maternally derived X chromosome (n = 28/42 cells,
P = 0.022; Fig. 4 H–L and Movie S7). If the 1716 chromosome
behaves similarly to other wild-type autosomes, these results are
consistent with the model wherein one haploid set of an individual
cell contains the maternally derived chromosomes while the other
haploid set contains the paternally derived chromosomes.
To address whether the antipairing organization of homologs
seen in cultured cells reflects the chromosome organization in
their physiological environment, we examined the distribution of
homologous chromosomes in neuroepithelial cells of E9.5 mouse
embryos. Analyses of anaphase cells revealed consistent sepa-
ration of homologs (n = 22/28 cells; Fig. 4 M–P), in accord with
cultured cells (Figs. 1–4). These data indicate that the estab-
lishment and maintenance of separation for homologous chro-
mosomes are also conserved in the embryo.
Discussion
Genomes are dynamic entities that can be changed by processes
such as recombination (1–3). As genome complexity increases,
recombination events during mitosis minimize and are limited to
meiosis (48). Therefore, homologous recombination must be
tightly regulated to avoid genomic instability at mitosis but allow
for precisely programmed genetic diversity during meiotic dif-
ferentiation (49).
Our study has demonstrated a haploid chromosome set-based
antipairing organization of homologous chromosomes during
mitosis in human cells. A previous study has shown that trans-
locations can occur independently of cell cycle stage through
experimental induction (50), therefore suggesting the presence
of a mechanism during mitosis to limit DNA exchange. Notably,
direct evidence for the antipairing principle is supported by high-
throughput screens that have elucidated candidate genes that
antagonize somatic homologous pairing in the fly (51, 52). Spa-
tial segregation of two haploid chromosome sets to discrete
nuclear hemispheres may function to keep individual homolo-
gous partners apart, preventing, or at least minimizing, allelic
misregulation and/or genetic recombination in complex genomes
during mitosis. The purpose of this antipairing was indirectly
tested when we observed a cancer cell line (53), which exhibited
abnormal homologous pairing and consequently lost the haploid
set-based antipairing pattern (Fig. 5).
How the haploid set-based groupings emerge still remains an
interesting question yet to be answered. Although our data
support the paradigm (13, 14, 47) that haploid sets are derived by
parental origin, there are limitations to our analysis. The
Fig. 4. In vitro and in vivo segregation of mouse chromosomes. A maternally derived supernumerary chromosome segregates with the X chromosome. (A)
Top view of a cell at anaphase of primary WT MEFs stained with TO-PRO3 (gray) and painted for chromosome 17 (orange). (B) A 3D overlay of chromosome 17
(orange/white) distribution of multiple cells at anaphase (n = 36), (C) with an average distance of 2.2 ± 1.2 μm SD, and angular orientation of 68.9° ± 45.5° SD.
(D) A box plot presenting the midpoint median values for a pair of homologous chromosome 17 and the XY chromosome data points at anaphase. (E and F)
As in A and B but of chromosome X (red) and Y (cyan) of male-derived MEFs (n = 42). (G) Mating strategy for using the Ts65Dn mouse to genetically dis-
tinguish the maternal genome set from the paternal genome set. (H–K) As in E and F but of primary MEFs for the male Ts65Dn progeny from a Ts65Dn
maternal/WT paternal genetic cross, painted additionally with chromosome 16 (yellow) and the translocated chromosome 1716 (yellow with arrowheads).
Note that the translocated chromosome 1716 is identified by its small size. (L) Relative position for each translocated chromosome 1716 (yellow circles) and the
midpoint of a pair of homologous chromosome 16 (+) in the same cell was determined for the male Ts65Dn progeny from a Ts65Dn maternal/WT paternal
genetic cross (n = 42). The X- or Y-containing hemisphere domains are defined as being above/below the plus sign (+), respectively. (M) A longitudinal section
of a E9.5 male embryonic neuronal lumen painted for chromosome 16 (green) and 17 (orange) and stained for nuclei with DAPI (gray). (N) A neuroepithelial
anaphase cell (dotted line) (the boxed area inM) shows segregation of homologous chromosomes 16 and 17. (O and P) As in N but of other examples. (Scale
bars: 1 μm; 5 μm in M.)
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reciprocal genetic cross with the Ts65Dn male mice to follow the
paternally derived supernumerary chromosome proved to be
challenging, as they are sterile (5, 54). However, a selective
breeding of rare fertile males for unknown reasons were iden-
tified (55). The paternally derived translocation chromosome
localized to the boundary between two nuclear hemispheres,
making it difficult to determine its association to either X- or Y-
containing hemispheres (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 C–I). Our study
does not rule out the possibility that the supernumerary chro-
mosome does not behave like a wild-type autosome, as it lacks a
homologous partner. These rare fertile Ts65Dn male mice may
be genetically unstable and exhibit chromosome characteristics
more in common with diseased states such as cancer rather than
native/endogenous cells. It is intriguing that both the paternally
derived supernumerary chromosome (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 H and
I), and paired homologous chromosomes in cancer cells (Fig. 5 I
and J) are nonrandomly positioned along the boundary between
the nuclear hemispheres.
Genome-wide 3D proximity maps and DNA FISH analyses at
interphase (G0/G1) have shown a low frequency of interaction
between homologs (56–58). These previous studies hint that the
haploid set-based antipairing segregation may also be present at
interphase, although homologs have been found to come in
contact after induction of DNA damage in nonproliferative cells
(59). We therefore examined whether the two haploid chromo-
some sets remain spatially distinct at interphase. However, in-
terphase nuclei often rotate in a variety of cell types (60–62),
which may complicate interpretation of chromosome mapping
data. To avoid such complexity we examined monocytes, which
allowed us to assign decondensed chromosome location along
the longitudinal axis of a horseshoe-shaped, interphase nucleus
(SI Appendix, Fig. S4 G and H). Three-dimensional overlays
showed that both homologous autosomes and XY chromosomes
did not segregate to separate nuclear halves (SI Appendix, Fig. S4
G and H). Although our chromosome paint approach is not ef-
fective in complete euchromatin detection, the above data suggest
Fig. 5. The one homologous chromosome per nuclear hemisphere pattern is lost in a cancer cell line. (A) Top view of a HUVEC at anaphase stained with TO-
PRO3 (gray) and painted for chromosome 19 (magenta) from confocal optical sections. (B) Distance and angular orientation of homologous chromosome
19 pairs (n = 34 nuclei) with an average distance of 1.2 ± 0.8 μm SD and angular orientation of 70.4° ± 52.0° SD. (C) Top view of a 3D overlay of chromosome
19 (magenta/white) distribution of multiple cells at anaphase (n = 34). (D) A 3D superimposed contour map of chromosome 19 (magenta/white isolines) at
anaphase of HUVECs (n = 34). (E) Relative positions for each pair of homologous chromosome 19 (magenta/white circle) when mapped to an axial coordinate
system (n = 34) (defined in Fig. 1K). Other conditions were as in SI Appendix, Fig. S2. (F–J) As in A–E but of renal carcinoma cells (Caki1) (n = 36) with an
average distance of 0.3 ± 0.6 μm SD and angular orientation of 53.8° ± 52.6° SD. Note that Caki1 cancer cells exhibit higher-frequency pairing of homologous
chromosome 19. (Scale bars: 1 μm.)
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that interphase monocyte nuclei lack a clear hemisphere-based
haploid separation.
Another technical limitation/challenge in testing our haploid
set-based segregation model in mesenchymal cells is due to the
lack of apparent polarity that prevents application of our co-
ordinate system to accurately map chromosome positions be-
tween cells. In the future, it would be necessary to reevaluate
chromosome mapping in mesenchymal cells including mouse ES
cells (25) and immortalized nonepithelial cell lines.
Many possible mechanisms can be implicated for this haploid
set chromosome sequestration. These include intrinsic chromo-
some identity, such as preexisting parental identity of haploid
sets, and/or cytoskeletal components to sequester one haploid
chromosome set from the other while keeping both sets together
without nuclear fragmentation. A recent paper has shown in-
volvement of the cytoskeleton in parental genome segregation at
fertilization (26). Although this paper attributes the parental
genome segregation to the two mitotic spindles which disappear
after the eight-cell stage, it would be interesting to interrogate
other cytoskeletal factors that may persist to regulate haploid set
segregation. What underlying mechanism(s) must exist for one
haploid set to encompass all autosomes and one sex chromo-
some, however, still remains to be explored. Our study rein-
forces/renews a foundation to further explore a conserved
mechanism in mitotic cells that sequesters haploid chromosome
sets along a subcellular axis for antipairing.
Materials and Methods
Cell Preparation and Culture. Primary mouse embryonic fibroblasts were
established from harvested E13.5 embryos (63) as described. HUVEC cells
(PCS-100-013; ATTC) were cultured in MCDB-131 complete media (Life
Technologies) supplemented with LVES (Life Technologies), 1% penicillin-
streptomycin, and 1% L-glutamine. Human foreskin fibroblasts (CCLZR211;
UCSF Cell Culture Core Facility) were cultured in DMEM H-21 media sup-
plemented with 10% FBS, 1% penicillin–streptomycin, and 1% L-glutamine.
The human epithelial cell line (CENP-A/centrin1-GFP RPE1) (24) was a gift
from Alexey Khodjakov, New York State Department of Health, Albany, NY.
CENP-A/centrin1-GFP RPE1 cells were cultured in DMEM/F12 (1:1) media
supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin–streptomycin. All cells were
cultured in a 37 °C incubator in a 10% CO2 atmosphere. For high-resolution
imaging, cells were grown on custom diagnostic slides with 8-mm fields
(Azerscientific) to 75–80% confluence. Human CD14+ monocytes (PB011; All
Cells) were immediately spun down using a Cytospin (Shandon 4; Thermo
Scientific) onto Superfrost slides (Fisher Scientific) for use.
Mouse Lines and Genotyping. Female Ts65Dn translocation mice (4–8) and
wild-type mice (C57BL/6J) were both purchased from The Jackson Labora-
tories. Rare male Ts65Dn (55) translocation mice were a gift from Roger
Reeves, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore. Female/male Ts65Dn mice or
wild-type mice were crossed to male/female wild-type mice to generate
F1 embryos for collection at E9.5 and E13.5. Genotyping for the chromosome
translocation and determination for embryonic sex was employed using PCR
on purified genomic DNA obtained from yolk sac samples using previously
reported primers (64, 65). All animal protocols were approved by the Uni-
versity of California, San Francisco Institutional Animal Care and Use Com-
mittee and in agreement with all institutional and federal guidelines.
Fluorescence in Situ Hybridization. HUVECs, HFFs, and MEFs were grown on
slides, and human monocytes were spun down on slides for chromosome
painting/DNA-FISH as previously described (63). Mouse embryos were fixed
at E9.5 with freshly made 4% paraformaldehyde diluted in PBS, pH 7.4.
Preparation for embryonic cryosections was performed as described with
modifications to the antigen retrieval step using 10 mM NaCitrate, pH 6 (66).
Slides were then processed with the continuation of the ethanol series ref-
erenced in the above method (63). Slides were denatured/codenatured with
Whole Chromosome Paint probes (Applied Spectral Imaging) at 80 °C with
70% formamide/2× SSC for 5 min (for HUVECs/HFFs/human monocytes),
7.5 min (MEFs), or 12 min (E9.5 embryonic mouse cryosections).
Immunofluorescence.HUVECs were grown on slides, fixed with ice-cold −20 °C
100% methanol for 5 min at −20 °C, rinsed three times with cold PBS, and
incubated with permeabilization solution (PFS) (0.7% fish skin gelatin,
0.025% saponin dissolved in PBS) for 1 h at room temperature (RT). Slides
were then incubated with primary antibodies to rabbit γ-tubulin (1:1,000,
T5326-200UL; Sigma) and DAPI (1:1,000) diluted in PFS for 1.5 h at RT,
washed four times for 5 min each with PFS at RT, and incubated with sec-
ondary antibodies to goat anti-rabbit IgG Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen) for
1 h at RT. Final washing was completed at RT with PFS four times for 5 min
each and PBS three times for 5 min each then mounted with Prolong
Antifade (Invitrogen).
Image Capture and Acquisition. Fixed mitotic cells were imaged with a con-
focal microscope (TCS SP2; Leica) using a 63× oil immersion objective with a
digital 2× zoom. The image data were captured sequentially in a multitrack,
four-channel mode. The Z-stacks were acquired using a frame size of 1,024 ×
1,024 with a two-frame average and processed with Leica Application Suite
(Advanced Fluorescence Lite 2.3.5 build 5379 software).
For high-resolution live imaging, cells were grown on 35-mm glass-bottom
dishes (Ibidi). Cells were then placed in an incubation chamber (Okolab
enclosure and Bold line incubator) on the motorized microscope stage (Piezo
Z-drive) at 37 °C under a 10% CO2 atmosphere and imaged with a inverted
fluorescence microscope (Nikon Ti) attached to a spinning disk confocal
(CSU-22) using a Plan Apo VC 100×/1.4 oil immersion objective. The image
data were captured in a single-channel mode. The Z-stacks were acquired
using a frame size of 512 × 512 every 10 s for an hour with an electron-
multiplying CCD camera (Evolve Delta; Photometrics) and processed with
Nikon Elements (4.5 build). CENP-A/centrin1-GFP was excited with a 488-nm
laser (150-mW Coherent OBIS). Brightness and color were adjusted using
Photoshop (Adobe Systems).
Mitotic Cell Selection for Fixed Cell Analysis. Prometaphase rosettes/cells
which displayed an unbroken radial, symmetrical configuration of chromo-
somes and a centrally located DNA-deficient zone (an absence of
TO-PRO3 signal) were analyzed. Rosettes that were asymmetrical, or dis-
played a distorted shape, were not included in the analysis due to regional
variations in DNA condensation within the cell (67). Inclusion of these vari-
ations could thus lead to skewed measurements in favor of homologous
chromosome randomization. Metaphase cells were identified by linearly
aligned chromosomes characteristic of this cell cycle stage (32, 68). Early/mid
anaphase cells were identified by incomplete nuclear division (contiguous
TO-PRO3 signal between two sister chromosome masses), and by an absence
of a constriction characteristic for cytokinesis during late anaphase (69).
Typically 0.02% of cells were in early/mid anaphase under our culture con-
ditions. For example, for one experimental group of HUVECs, of 56,547 cells
examined 11 mitotic cells were in early/mid anaphase. In contrast, telophase
cells were identified by the presence of cellular constriction at the middle of
the cell (69).
We chose not to use cell lines for our homologous chromosome mapping
analysis, which can generate chromosomal abnormalities including aneu-
ploidy (70–72), or cell cycle synchronization methods. Synchronization drugs
have been reported to interfere with native chromosome associations (73)
and therefore could impact chromosome positioning. Therefore, despite the
increase in numbers of mitotic cells this would yield, we did not want to
compromise the data by introducing a potential confounding artifact into
the system.
Three-Dimensional Angular Measurements to Test for Antiparallel
Configuration at Prometaphase. Our time-lapse imaging movies tracking
centromere movement throughout mitosis demonstrate that centromeres
exhibit less mobility than the chromosome arms (Movies S1–S3). Therefore, to
determine whether homologous chromosomes were arranged in an anti-
parallel configuration for prometaphase rosettes/cells, the closest point for
each homolog to the center of the rosette was used to more accurately/
precisely map individual homolog position. This closest point was used to
represent the estimated centromeric region for each chromosome. Centro-
meric sequences are shared between nonhomologous chromosomes (74, 75).
Therefore, due to the specificity of chromosome paints, centromeres were
not individually labeled. Three-dimensional angular measurements for ho-
mologous chromosomes were then calculated/determined using these indi-
vidual points and the center of the rosette.
Three-Dimensional Distance and Angular Orientation Measurements. Inter-
homologous distances were determined by using edge-to-edge measure-
ments between chromosome paint signals. The edge-to-edge, or minimum,
distance is defined as the shortest 3D distance between the boundaries/
borders of a homologous pair determined by the two closest voxels of the two
homologous chromosomes. Computation of interhomologous angles was
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performed by finding the angle between two vectors. A vector was defined as
the longest axis of an ellipsoid contained within each homologous chro-
mosome. Therefore, a homologous pair was identified as being paired if
the distance was ≤0.36 μm, the spatial resolution limit, and angular
orientation = 0°.
Three-Dimensional Centromere Tracking of Time-Lapse Analysis. For live-cell
analysis, sample drift correction (translational) was performed computa-
tionally for each cell by using the fixed z axis defined by the laser line and the
centrosome axis as reference points. Three-dimensional centromere move-
ments were analyzed using Imaris software (spot object tracking algorithm)
to track individual centromere trajectories over time. Spots were defined by
CENP-A GFP signal as 0.5 μm in diameter. A minority of spots (∼10%) that
overlapped and/or had low signal due to fluorophore bleaching over time
were not included in the centromere trajectory analysis.
Three-Dimensional Reconstruction and Overlay for Fixed Cell Analysis. Mitotic
cells were individually cropped in each optical section and reconstructed into
3D and analyzed using Imaris software (Bitplane). For fixed cell analysis
fluorescent images were thresholded by highlighting the brightest 50% of
the image for all channels. Three-dimensional surfaces were then rendered
and center of mass for each homologous chromosome was determined.
For 3D overlays, the position of center of mass of homologous chromo-
somes was mapped to a 3D axial coordinate system for metaphase/anaphase
cells. The y axis was defined as a line crossing the furthest edges of the
metaphase plate, the z axis was determined as the perpendicular line to
the coverslip, and the x axis was defined as perpendicular to both y and z
axes. For anaphase cells, the 3D axial coordinate system (Fig. 1L and SI
Appendix, Fig. S2 A–E) was defined as follows. The x axis was determined
by the line crossing the center of mass of the two sister anaphase chro-
mosome masses, the z axis was determined as the line perpendicular to
the coverslip, and the y axis was defined as perpendicular to both x and
z axes.
As no directionality of individual chromosome pairs along the y axis can be
predetermined, all X chromosomes or one of homologous chromosomes in
closest proximity to y = 0 were given a positive value along the y axis for
cultured cells. Each homologous chromosome of a pair was assigned to be
either a color/white based on its proximity to the y axis, when y = 0 (a color
was assigned to most the proximal, and white the most distal) and mapped
to generate the 3D overlay data.
Midpoint Analysis Using a 2D Coordinate System. A 2D coordinate system was
established along the y axis, or a line crossing the furthest edges of the
metaphase/anaphase cell based on TO-PRO3 staining. The minimum/
maximum position along the y axis was based on TO-PRO3 staining was
assigned ±50%, and the center of each mitotic chromosome mass was de-
fined as 0%. The midpoint was calculated as the middle value between the
relative positions of each homologous pair along the y axis. Relative posi-
tions were determined by using the position of the center of mass of indi-
vidual homologous chromosomes, divided by the length of TO-PRO3 signal
along the y axis to normalize for cell size.
Three-Dimensional Superimposed Homolog Contour Map Data. Contour maps
were generated in ImageJ. The grayscale saturation represents the density of
localization when the homologous chromosomes are overlaid in 3D. Isolines
were generated with lines that connect contours that share the same gray
value (i.e., one contour outlines an area with the same intensity). The 3D
superimposed contour map was thresholded by highlighting the brightest
20%of the image for contrast. Individual homologous chromosomes of a pair
were labeled and sorted according to proximity to the nuclear meridional
plane. The scale bar reflects inverted pixel measurements. White/black re-
gions indicate a level of maximum/minimum localizations, respectively. If the
homologous chromosomes were in fixed positions, there would be a clus-
tered area of high density/occurrence that reflects the colocalization fre-
quency for each of the homologs. In addition, the mapped position of each
homologous pair would also be identical for every cell.
Two-Dimensional Positional Analysis of Homologous Chromosomes. The 2D
coordinate system was established along the y axis as described previously.
The relative positions of individual homologous chromosomes were de-
termined using the closest point to the center of the chromosome mass at
metaphase, or the mitotic spindle at anaphase to reflect the centromeric
position normalized to the TO-PRO3 staining for the particular mitotic cell.
As stated previously, determining the centromeric position for individual
homologs minimizes variations that could be attributed to an asymmetry in
chromosome/rosette condensation. An example for the calculation of the
normalization for centromere position at 5.92 μm for a mitotic chromosome
mass that spans 8.96 μm along the y axis is (5.92 μm/8.96 μm) −
0.5*100 = +16%.
Statistical Analysis. A rose plot was generated in MATLAB to present the
distribution/frequency of angles observed between multiple homologous
chromosome pairs of various sizes (SI Appendix, Fig. S1A). The observed
values were categorized to 10° intervals (18 total) within a range of 180°.
The vector length reflects the number of mitotic cells that falls within each
group. For example the expected values for a random distribution for
66 cells would be calculated as 66 cells/18 total 10° intervals = 3.67. A χ2
analysis χ2 (36) was then performed for the observed values against the
expected values of 3.67 for each 10° interval and calculated for significance
(P value).
A connected scatterplot graph for frequency distribution shows the re-
lationship between a chromosome and its homologous partner in comparison
with a nonhomologous partner (Fig. 1F). Our null hypothesis is that chro-
mosomes have a random distance to their homologous partners, thus
reflected in similar distribution to a heterologous chromosome. The values
were calculated based on the relative frequency (number of mitotic cells
measuring minimal distance at a particular interval/total mitotic cells) for a
chromosome to its homologous partner or nonhomologous partner (X or Y
chromosome). A Student’s t test (36) was performed for the minimum
distance values between chromosome 4 and its homolog compared with
chromosome 4 to a heterologous chromosome (X or Y) and calculated for
significance (P value). Note that 0–0.4 μm were grouped into a single
distance interval as it is defined by the limit in confocal microscopy
resolution.
A binomial probability distribution (35, 36) was employed for statistics
wherein the null hypothesis is that sex and homologous chromosome pairs
are randomly distributed in two hemispheres of a mitotic cell at metaphase/
anaphase. For example, if distributions of chromosomes are random be-
tween two hemispheres of equal size in a cell at metaphase/anaphase, the
probability of the first chromosome of a given pair’s being positioned in one
hemisphere will be 1. The probability for the second chromosome’s being
positioned in the other hemisphere is 0.5. Therefore, the probability, or P,
that an individual of a pair of sex or homologous chromosomes is positioned
to two separate hemispheres, or x, which consists of multiple cells, or n, can
be calculated by the binomial formula: b(x; n, P) = { n!/[ x! (n − x)! ] } * Px *
(1 − P)n − x. If the P value is <0.05, this would allow for rejection of our null
hypothesis. Center of mass calculations were used for hemisphere localiza-
tion; however, chromosomes that were positioned with the majority of their
staining along the boundary of the hemispheres, due to the limits of reso-
lution, were scored to support the null hypothesis, which goes against our
model, in the calculation of the one-tailed P value which gives rise to an
underestimation of statistical significance.
We used linear regression analysis (36) to determine whether there is a
relationship between chromosome size and position within the mitotic cell.
The null hypothesis is that chromosome size does not correlate with position
and can be visualized/represented with a trendline with a slope of 0. Sub-
sequently, we then used a R2 analysis to test whether the linear regression/
trendline between chromosome size (the independent variable) can predict
position (dependent variable) within the mitotic cell. The R2 analysis reveals
how close the actual data variation fits the modeled regression/trendline of
the mean. For example, R2 values of 0 provide no explanation of variation of
the mean (i.e., chromosome size does not determine position in mitotic cell),
while R2 values of 1 provide that the modeled trendline explains all of the
data variability around the mean (i.e., chromosome size does determine
position in mitotic cell).
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